ESDIS Standards Coordination Office
(ESCO)

Why Standards and Standardization Are Important
● Standards come into play at all stages of the data lifecycle
○

The acquisition, processing, storage, distribution, interpretation and reuse of data
all depend on established technical specifications

● The Value of Standards
○ Enables interoperability amongst disparate parties
○ Sets community expectations and fosters trust
○ Fosters development of ecosystems of tools, services

So Many Standards…

The nice thing about standards is that there
are so many of them to choose from.
Andrew S. Tanenbaum
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ESCO History
● 2003 SEEDS - Strategic Evolution of Earth Science Enterprise Data Systems
○

Standards Process Working Group initiated

● 2004 Chartered as ESDS Standards Process Group (SPG)
○

Permanent working group that operated as a part of Earth Science Data System Working
Groups (ESDSWG)

● 2013 “Graduated” to become ESDIS Standards Office (ESO)
○
○
○

Assist the ESDIS Project in formulating the standards policy for NASA ESDS,
Coordinate standards activities within ESDIS and
Provide technical expertise to standards related ESDSWG tasks

● 2020 ESO Staff expanded
○

Added staff from several DAACs

● 2022 ESO becomes ESDIS Standards Coordination Office (ESCO)
○

Expanded role to include tracking emerging standards
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ESCO Role
● ESCO maintains a list of standards approved for use in NASA Earth Science Data Systems,
●
●
●
●
●

as well as related technical information and useful ESDS references and periodically reviews
and updates the list of tools and other user resources associated with standards.
ESCO manages the ESDIS Standards Process for identification of appropriate standards and
practices and their subsequent adoption for use in NASA Earth science data systems.
ESCO leads the formation of technical working groups that are responsible for reviewing
candidate standards and technical notes that may be brought forward by ESDSWG, ESDIS,
or others in NASA's Earth science community
ESCO works with ESDIS and external standards organizations to identify future candidate
standards.
ESCO also leads the ESCO Standards Interest Group (SIG) to facilitate discussion about
data systems standards, conventions, and best practices relevant to NASA's Earth Observing
System Data and Information System (EOSDIS).
ESCO is responsible for communicating information about approved and emerging
standards to the ESDIS community through appropriate means.
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Current ESCO Team

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ESDIS
ESDIS
PO.DAAC
ASDC
LP DAAC
CDDIS
ORNL
SEDAC

Steve Olding
Jenny Hewson
Ed Armstrong
Beth Huffer
Treva Houska
Nathan Pollack
Michelle Thornton
Bob Downs
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ESDIS Standards Process
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What is RFC (Request for Comments)?
●

●

RFC (stands for Request For Comments) is
a document that describes the standards,
protocols, and technologies of the Internet
and TCP/IP. Since 1969, about 2400
Requests for Comments (RFCs) have been
published on various networking protocols,
procedures, applications, and concepts.
Internet and TCP/IP standards are generated
by consensus rather than by committee. Any
member of the Internet Society (ISOC) can
submit an RFC for consideration, although
submission is usually done through the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
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Categorization of Requests For Comment (RFCs)
Documents submitted for consideration under the Standards Process are called
Request for Comment (RFC) documents. Broadly, these submitted RFCs can fall into
one of five categories:
● Standard - specification approved by a recognized standards body such as OGC,
ISO, IETF
● Convention - specification in common use among some members of the NASA
ESDS community
● Suggested Practice - guidance on how to apply a particular standard or
convention within the NASA ESDS community
● Lessons Learned - document describing the use of software, protocols or
processes that may be helpful to others
● Administrative Document – used to manage the standards process
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Topics covered in the documents can include:
● Software - library or toolkit available for use
● Specification - document describing a format or protocol in sufficient detail
that it can be independently implemented in software
● Process - steps that can be followed to reach a desired result
● Technical Note - other technical document of interest to the community
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Document Submission
● The idea for drafting and submitting a document into the standards process can originate with

●
●
●

the authors who would like to promote the use of a standard, convention, or process, or who
might wish to publish information of value to the Earth science community in the form of
lessons learned (typically about the particulars of implementing something, e.g. deploying
standards compliant software at a data center).
Potential authors should contact the ESCO prior to drafting an unsolicited RFC document.
This is to ensure the topic is relevant to the needs of ESDIS and is not already being worked
on by other authors.
The document should conform to a simple template described in the Instructions to Authors
document.
It is also very important to identify as many implementations of the standard, specification, or
process as possible and to list these in a document known as Evidence of Use. Evidence of
use is required for Standards and Conventions, highly recommended for Suggested Practice
and not required (but welcome) for Lessons Learned RFCs.
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Inside the Process
ESCO
Initial Screening

● Apply ESCO document
template
● Convene Technical
Working Group (TWG)
● Announce public
comment period

COMMUNITY

ESCO

Community Review

Post Review

● Comments sought on
technical content and
operational readiness

Document
added to
ESCO
Document
List

● Authors edit document
based on community
comments
● Document is provided to
ESDIS along with
summary of comments

Review primarily via Jama
(email also accepted)

https://earthdata.nasa.gov/esdis/eso/standards-process
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Initial Screening
● A completed draft RFC is reviewed by ESCO staff to ensure that it conforms
to the needs of ESDIS and the requirements in the Instructions to Authors
● The ESCO then recruits a 3-4 member Technical Working Group (TWG),
including an ESCO staff person, that will carry out the rest of the process.
● The TWG reviews the RFC for completeness and to ensure the RFC is ready
to be reviewed more broadly.
● If Evidence of Use is required, it must be submitted before the process
continues.
● The TWG then tries to identify a pool of potential reviewers, including the
people listed in the Evidence of Use.
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Phase 3 – Community Review
● TWG develops a review strategy.
○
○

Technical content reviews are required only for specifications that were developed outside of a standards
organization. These reviews are meant to address whether the specification is well-documented and is
technically implementable.
Operational readiness reviews address whether the standard or convention is suitable for operational use and
how organizations that have already implemented it have benefited from it.

● TWG develops a set of questions meant to discover the strengths, weaknesses, applicability
●
●
●
●

and limitations of the contents of the RFC.
The review questions are sent to the potential reviewers.
Once the reviewers have provided answers to the survey questions, the TWG analyzes the
results and makes a recommendation to ESDIS whether to approve the RFC.
During the third phase, comments received are shared with the RFC authors who are then
given the opportunity make clarifications and correct any errors found.
If the recommendation of the TWG to ESDIS is positive, and if ESDIS concurs, then the RFC
is considered “final” and is tagged with one or more recommendation tags.
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Community Standards Process
Community
Community
Proposed Standards
& Tech Notes

ESCO

Review
Comments

Approved Standards &
Tech Notes with
additional resource
materials

Approved
Documents
List
https://earthdata.nasa.gov/standards

Community
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Document Repository
https://earthdata.nasa.gov/standards
Documents by Category

https://earthdata.nasa.gov/esdis/esco/stan
dards-and-references/eso-document-list
Documents by Number
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Document Landing Pages
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https://earthdata.nasa.gov/standards

ESCO Wiki Space

https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/display/ESO
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Identifying Future Candidate Standards
ESCO works with ESDIS and external standards organizations to identify future
candidate standards.
● Emerging standards to focus on in 2022-23
○
○
○

○

Open Source Science
AI/ML
Cloud Migration
■ Cloud science workflows and analysis
■ Cloud optimized formats and services
Analysis Ready Data (ARD)
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How to get involved
● Email us at esco-staff@lists.nasa.gov
● Join us at ESIP or ESDSWG meetings
● Let us know about best practices, lessons learned, and specifications that are
important to your mission, data providers, data consumers, partner organizations.
● Do you wish there were a spec for something but it’s not on the list? Let us know.
● Be a reviewer or volunteer to be on a Technical Working Group. Tell us what your
areas of interest/expertise are.
● Use what is already on the list of approved documents
● Join the #eosdis-standards channel on EOSDIS Slack
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The Joy of Standards

●

●

“Use standards in partnership with
standardized work to release the potential
in your people to improve processes.
Standards may sound boring - and they
can be if used improperly. However, using
the lean processes described in this book,
standards will release joy and increased
productivity into your organization.”
https://www.amazon.com/Joy-Standardsproblems-effort-problem/dp/1523372680/
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